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Abstract. We calculate the density of states in the half-filled Hubbard model on a Bethe lattice with infinite
connectivity. Based on our analytical results to second order in t/U , we propose a new ‘Fixed-Energy Exact
Diagonalization’ scheme for the numerical study of the Dynamical Mean-Field Theory. Corroborated by
results from the Random Dispersion Approximation, we find that the gap opens at Uc = 4.43 ± 0.05.
Moreover, the density of states near the gap increases algebraically as a function of frequency with an
exponent α = 1/2 in the insulating phase. We critically examine other analytical and numerical approaches
and specify their merits and limitations when applied to the Mott–Hubbard insulator.
PACS. 71.10Fd Lattice fermion models (Hubbard model, etc.) – 71.27.+a Strongly correlated electron
systems; heavy fermions – 71.30+h Metal-insulator transitions and other electronic transitions
1 Introduction
The Mott–Hubbard metal-insulator transition is a fasci-
nating but very difficult problem in condensed matter the-
ory [1,2,3,4]. One hopes that the basic mechanism can be
understood with the help of conceptually simple models
such as the Hubbard Hamiltonian. This model describes
spin-1/2 electrons which move on a lattice (band-width
W = 4t) and interact locally with strength U . For small
interactions, U ≪ W , the model describes a metal with
a finite density of states at the Fermi energy. For large
interactions, U ≫ W , and when there is on average one
electron per lattice site (half band-filling), the model de-
scribes an insulator because it takes an energy of the order
of ∆(U ≫ W ) ≈ U −O(W ) > 0 to generate a charge ex-
citation, i.e., the single-particle gap ∆(U ≫ W ) is finite,
irrespective of any symmetry breaking [1,2].
These basic insights leave much room for speculations
on the properties of the transition itself, for example, on
the precise value of the critical interaction strength Uc at
which the gap opens. Because the Mott–Hubbard transi-
tion is a zero-temperature quantum phase transition [2],
it is difficult to access reliably using analytical or nu-
merical techniques; only exact solutions for all interaction
strengths can provide conclusive answers. Unfortunately,
Hubbard-type models can be solved exactly only in one
dimension [5,6], and several features in one dimension are
not generic to three-dimensional systems.
The phase diagram of a model in three dimensions can
often be understood from the limit of infinite dimensions.
For correlated lattice electrons [7,8], this has led to the
formulation of effective single-impurity models whose dy-
namics must be solved self-consistently (Dynamical Mean-
Field Theory, DMFT) [3,9,10]. An alternative approach,
the Random Dispersion Approximation (RDA) [2,11], also
becomes exact in the limit of infinite dimensions. How-
ever, an exact solution of the DMFT is not feasible be-
cause single-impurity models with a Hubbard interaction
cannot be solved in general.
Using various kinds of approximations, two different
scenarios for the Mott–Hubbard transition have been pro-
posed:
Discontinuous Transition.
The gap jumps to a finite value when the density of
states at the Fermi energy becomes zero at some crit-
ical interaction strength Uc,2; the gap is preformed
above Uc,1 < Uc,2, and the co-existing insulating phase
is higher in energy than the metallic state.
Continuous Transition.
The gap opens continuously when the density of states
at the Fermi energy becomes zero, Uc,1 = Uc,2 ≡ Uc.
Various approaches to the Mott–Hubbard transition for
lattices with infinite coordination number yield results in
favor of one or the other of the conflicting scenarios; for
a review, see Refs. [2,3]. Refs. [11]–[18] give more recent
treatments. Insightful physical arguments have helped to
sharpen the physical and mathematical implications of the
scenario of a preformed gap transition [19]–[22] but have
not been able to resolve the issue.
All analytical approaches [17]–[25] are necessarily ap-
proximate in nature, and numerical investigations [12]–
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[28] of the dynamical mean-field equations involve (i) dis-
cretization, (ii) numerical diagonalization, (iii) interpola-
tion, (iv) iteration of the self-consistency cycle, and (v) ex-
trapolation to the thermodynamic limit. The RandomDis-
persion Approximation [11] requires similar steps in its
numerical implementation, apart from step (iv). There-
fore, the region of applicability of the available numerical
techniques is not a priori clear either.
In order to address this issue, two of us (E.K. and F.G.)
have developed a strong-coupling perturbation theory at
zero temperature [29] which provides a benchmark test for
the available analytical and numerical techniques for the
Mott–Hubbard insulator. We assess the quality of the It-
erated Perturbation Theory (IPT) and the Local Moment
Approach (LMA) as well as three numerical methods for
the Hubbard model in infinite dimensions: the Random
Dispersion Approximation and two Exact Diagonalization
(ED) schemes for the Dynamical Mean-Field Theory. As
we shall show, this comparison will provide insight as to
the limitations of the various methods and will motivate
an improved ED scheme, the ‘Fixed-Energy Exact Diago-
nalization’ (FE-ED). This scheme successfully reproduces
our findings from the t/U expansion even down to the
collapse of the Mott–Hubbard insulator.
In this work, after the introduction of some definitions
in Sect. 2, we reanalyze our strong-coupling perturbation
theory to second order in t/U for the Bethe lattice with
infinite connectivity. In Sect. 3 we estimate that the Mott–
Hubbard insulator is destroyed at U scc /t = 4.40± 0.09. In
Sect. 4 we set up the Fixed-Energy Exact Diagonalization
scheme for the Dynamical Mean-Field Theory. The FE-
ED very well reproduces our analytical findings, and con-
firms our conjecture for the critical interaction strength,
UFE−EDc /t = 4.43± 0.05. In Sect. 5 we favorably compare
our results with those from the Random Dispersion Ap-
proximation (RDA) which provides an independent check
on our results from the strong-coupling expansion and the
FE-ED. Therefore, we are confident that we accurately
describe the Mott–Hubbard insulator for all interaction
strengths.
In Sect. 6 we compare our results from Sects. 3 and 4
with two analytical approximations for the Mott–Hubbard
insulator, the Iterated Perturbation Theory (IPT) and the
Local Moment Approach (LMA). Both of them provide a
reasonable description down to U = 6t (IPT) and U = 5.5t
(LMA), respectively, where the LMA is generally superior
to IPT. However, both approximations underestimate the
stability of the Mott–Hubbard insulator, U IPTc,1 = 5.2t and
ULMAc,1 = 4.8t.
In Sect. 7, we critically examine two numerical ap-
proaches. For finite systems, the Caffarel–Krauth exact-
diagonalization scheme [14,26,18] does not provide unique
solutions of the self-consistency equations. Therefore, nei-
ther the size of the gap nor the shape of the density of
states can be extrapolated reliably. The exact diagonal-
ization of the effective single-impurity Anderson model
in ‘two-chain geometry’ [3,27,28] fails because the recon-
struction of the density of states from its moments is
a numerically too delicate inverse problem. Conclusions,
Sect. 8, and appendices on the IPT and LMA algorithms
in the limit of strong coupling close our work.
2 Definitions
In this section, we discuss the basic properties of lattice
electrons in the limit of infinite dimensions, and we de-
fine the Hubbard Hamiltonian, the single-particle Green
function, and the corresponding density of states.
2.1 Hamilton Operator
We investigate spin-1/2 electrons on a lattice whose mo-
tion is described by the kinetic energy operator
Tˆ =
∑
i,j;σ
ti,jcˆ
+
i,σ cˆj,σ , (1)
where cˆ+i,σ, cˆi,σ are creation and annihilation operators for
electrons with spin σ =↑, ↓ on site i. The matrix elements
ti,j are the electron transfer amplitudes between sites i
and j, and ti,i = 0. Since we are interested in the Mott
insulating phase, we consider exclusively a half-filled band
where the number of electrons N equals the number of
lattice sites L.
For lattices with translational symmetry, ti,j = t(i −
j) and the operator for the kinetic energy is diagonal in
momentum space,
Tˆ =
∑
k;σ
ǫ(k)cˆ+k,σ cˆk,σ , (2)
where
ǫ(k) =
1
L
∑
i,j
t(i− j)e−i(i−j)k . (3)
The density of states for non-interacting electrons is then
given by
ρ(ǫ) =
1
L
∑
k
δ(ǫ − ǫ(k)) . (4)
The m-th moment of the density of states is defined by
ǫm =
∫ ∞
−∞
dǫ ǫmρ(ǫ) , (5)
and ǫ = t(0) = 0.
In the limit of infinite lattice dimensions and for trans-
lationally invariant systems without nesting, the Hubbard
model is characterized by ρ(ǫ) alone, i.e., higher-order cor-
relation functions in momentum space factorize [30], for
example,
ρ12(ǫ1, ǫ2) ≡ 1
L
∑
k
δ(ǫ2 − ǫ(k+ q2))δ(ǫ1 − ǫ(k+ q1))
= δq1,q2δ(ǫ1 − ǫ2)ρ(ǫ1) (6)
+ (1− δq1,q2)ρ(ǫ1)ρ(ǫ2) .
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This observation is the basis for the Random Dispersion
Approximation (RDA) which becomes exact in infinite di-
mensions for paramagnetic systems, i.e., when nesting is
ignored [2,11]; see Sect. 5.
For our explicit calculations we shall later use the semi-
circular density of states
ρ0(ω) =
2
πW
√
4−
(
4ω
W
)2
, (|ω| ≤W/2) , (7)
1 =
∫ W/2
−W/2
dωρ0(ω) , (8)
where W = 4t is the band-width. In the following, we
take t ≡ 1 as our unit of energy. This density of states
is realized for non-interacting tight-binding electrons on
a Bethe lattice of connectivity Z → ∞ [31]. Specifically,
each site is connected to Z neighbors without generat-
ing closed loops, and the electron transfer is restricted to
nearest-neighbors: ti,j = −t/
√
Z when i and j are nearest
neighbors and zero otherwise. The limit Z →∞ is implic-
itly understood henceforth. Later on we shall use either
of the two equivalent viewpoints, RDA or tight-binding
Bethe lattice, whichever is more convenient for our con-
siderations.
The electrons are taken to interact only locally, and
the Hubbard interaction reads
UDˆ = U
∑
i
(
nˆi,↑ − 1
2
)(
nˆi,↓ − 1
2
)
, (9)
where nˆi,σ = cˆ
+
i,σ cˆi,σ is the local density operator at site i
for spin σ. This leads us to the Hubbard model [32],
Hˆ = Tˆ + UDˆ . (10)
The Hamiltonian explicitly exhibits particle-hole symme-
try, i.e., Hˆ is invariant under the particle-hole transforma-
tion
cˆ+i,σ 7→ (−1)|i|cˆi,σ ; cˆi,σ 7→ (−1)|i|cˆ+i,σ , (11)
where |i| counts the number of nearest-neighbor steps from
the origin of the Bethe lattice to site i. The chemical po-
tential µ = 0 then guarantees a half-filled band for any
temperature [2].
For later use we also define the operators for the local
electron density, nˆj = nˆj,↑ + nˆj,↓. The operators Sˆ
x
j =
(cˆ+j,↑cˆj,↓+cˆ
+
j,↓cˆj,↑)/2, Sˆ
y
j = (cˆ
+
j,↑cˆj,↓−cˆ+j,↓cˆj,↑)/(2i), and Sˆzj =
(nˆj,↑ − nˆj,↓)/2 are the three components of the spin-1/2
vector operator Sˆj. The operator for the total spin Sˆ =∑
j Sˆj commutes with the Hamiltonian.
2.2 Green Functions
The time-dependent local single-particle Green function
at zero temperature is given by [33]
G(t) = −i 1
L
∑
i,σ
〈Tˆ [cˆi,σ(t)cˆ+i,σ]〉 . (12)
Here Tˆ is the time-ordering operator and 〈. . .〉 implies the
average over all ground states with energy E0, and (taking
h¯ ≡ 1 henceforth)
cˆi,σ(t) = exp(iHˆt)cˆi,σ exp(−iHˆt) (13)
is the annihilation operator in the Heisenberg picture.
In the insulating phase we can readily identify the con-
tributions from the lower (LHB) and upper (UHB) Hub-
bard bands to the Fourier transform of the local Green
function (η = 0+),
G(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt eiωtG(t) = GLHB(ω) +GUHB(ω) ,
GLHB(ω) =
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σ
[
ω + (Hˆ − E0)− iη
]−1
cˆi,σ
〉
,
GUHB(ω) = −GLHB(−ω) . (14)
The last equality follows from the particle-hole symme-
try, cf. (11). Therefore, it is sufficient to evaluate the lo-
cal Green function for the lower Hubbard band which de-
scribes the dynamics of a hole inserted into the system.
The density of states for the lower Hubbard band can
be obtained from the imaginary part of the Green func-
tion (14) for real arguments via [33]
DLHB(ω) =
1
π
ℑGLHB(ω) ,
=
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σδ
(
ω + Hˆ − E0
)
cˆi,σ
〉
, (15)
with µ−LHB ≤ ω ≤ µ+LHB < 0. Particle-hole symmetry re-
sults in DUHB(ω) = DLHB(−ω) so that the single-particle
gap in the Mott–Hubbard insulator is given by
∆(U) = 2|µ+LHB(U)| > 0 . (16)
We define the (shifted) momentsMn(U) of the density
of states in the lower Hubbard band via
Mn(U) =
∫ µ+
LHB
µ−
LHB
dω
(
ω +
U
2
)n
DLHB(ω) . (17)
In particular, from (15) we find that [33]
M0(U) = 1 , (18)
M1(U) =
1
L
(
E0 + U
∂E0
∂U
)
+
U
2
(19)
are two useful sum-rules which we shall employ later.
3 Strong-coupling expansion
In this section we first summarize the Kato–Takahashi
strong-coupling perturbation theory. Next, we prove that
the entropy density of the Mott–Hubbard insulator is fi-
nite to all orders in perturbation theory. We then derive
the density of states to second order in 1/U ; for further
details, see Ref. [29]. Finally, we present explicit results
for physical quantities including the gap and an estimate
of the critical interaction strength.
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3.1 Kato–Takahashi Perturbation Theory
Based on Kato’s degenerate perturbation theory [34], Ta-
kahashi developed a perturbation expansion in 1/U for
the Hubbard model at zero temperature [35]. For large
interaction strength U , the set of ground states |ψn〉 of Hˆ
in (10) can be obtained from states |φn〉 without double
occupancy,
|ψn〉 = Γˆ |φn〉 , Pˆ0|φn〉 = |φn〉 , (20)
where Pˆj projects onto the subspace with j double occu-
pancies and Γˆ is an operator to be determined.
Eq. (20) is readily interpreted. In the large-coupling
limit, Tˆ in (10) is considered to be a perturbation to UDˆ.
Addressing the ground states we therefore start from ei-
genstates with zero double occupancies |φn〉 into which
the operator Γˆ successively introduces double occupan-
cies and holes to generate the ground states |ψn〉 of Hˆ .
The operator Γˆ reduces all operators to the subspace with
zero double occupancies. In particular, Γˆ+Γˆ = Pˆ0 so that
overlap matrix elements obey [35] 〈ψm|ψn〉 = 〈φm|φn〉.
The Schro¨dinger equation for the ground states
HˆΓˆ |φn〉 = E0Γˆ |φn〉 (21)
leads to
hˆ|φn〉 = E0|φn〉 , hˆ = Γˆ+HˆΓˆ , (22)
i.e., the eigenvalue does not change under the transforma-
tion. The creation and annihilation operators are trans-
formed accordingly,
cˆ+i,σ 7→ c˜+i,σ = Γˆ+cˆ+i,σΓˆ , cˆi,σ 7→ c˜i,σ = Γˆ+cˆi,σΓˆ . (23)
The derivation of the explicit expression for Γˆ can be
found in Refs. [34,35], where it is shown that
Γˆ = Pˆ Pˆ0
(
Pˆ0Pˆ Pˆ0
)−1/2
. (24)
Here
Pˆ = Pˆ0 −
∞∑
m=1
∑
r1+...+rm+1=m
ri≥0
Sˆr1 Tˆ Sˆr2 · · · Tˆ Sˆrm+1 ,
Sˆ0 = −Pˆ 0 , (25)
Sˆr =
(−1)r
U r
∑
j 6=0
Pˆj
jr
≡ (−1)
r
U r
S˜r .
The m-th order term in Pˆ contains all possible electron
transfers generated by m applications of the perturba-
tion Tˆ ; its contribution is proportional to (1/U)m. The
square-root factor in (24) guarantees the size-consistency
of the expansion, i.e., it eliminates the ‘disconnected’ di-
agrams in a diagrammatic formulation of the theory [35].
The square root of an operator is understood in terms of
its series expansion, i.e.,
(
Pˆ0Pˆ Pˆ0
)−1/2
≡ Pˆ0 +
∞∑
m=1
(2m− 1)!!
(2m)!!
[
Pˆ0(Pˆ0 − Pˆ )Pˆ0
]m
.
(26)
The Green function for the lower Hubbard band becomes
GLHB(ω) =
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
c˜+i,σ
[
ω + (hˆ− E0)− iη
]−1
c˜i,σ
〉
,
(27)
where 〈. . .〉 now implies the average over all states |φn〉
with energy E0.
A straightforward expansion in 1/U ,
c˜i,σ =
∞∑
m=0
(−U)−mPˆ0c˜(m)i,σ Pˆ0 ,
hˆ =
U
4
(L − 2Nˆ) +
∞∑
m=0
U−mhˆm , (28)
gives
hˆ0 = Pˆ0Tˆ Pˆ0 , (29)
hˆ1 = −Pˆ0Tˆ S˜Tˆ Pˆ0 , (30)
hˆ2 = Pˆ0Tˆ S˜Tˆ S˜Tˆ Pˆ0 + hˆ1hˆ0 (31)
for the Hamiltonian and
c˜
(0)
i,σ = cˆi,σ , (32)
c˜
(1)
i,σ = cˆi,σS˜Tˆ , (33)
c˜
(2)
i,σ = cˆi,σS˜Tˆ S˜Tˆ + Tˆ S˜cˆi,σS˜Tˆ +
1
2
cˆi,σhˆ1 +
1
2
hˆ1cˆi,σ(34)
for the annihilation operators. In the derivation of (29)–
(34) we have used the fact that c˜i,σ in (27) acts on states
|φn〉 with no holes and no double occupancies; see also
Sect. 3.2. We have also used the fact that in the Green
function for the lower Hubbard band of a half-filled Bethe
lattice we can express the Hamiltonian hˆ in terms of a
polynomial in the bare hole-hopping operator hˆ0 [29].
3.2 Ground states
To leading order in 1/U , the states |φn〉 are eigenstates
of the Hamiltonian hˆ1. Because there are no doubly occu-
pied sites in |φn〉 and because the system is half filled, all
sites are singly occupied (‘spin-only states’). Therefore, hˆ1
can be expressed in terms of spin operators. For general
hopping amplitudes t(i− j) (t(0) = 0) on a regular lattice,
one finds [35,36]
hˆ1 =
∑
i,j
2|t(i− j)|2
(
Sˆi · Sˆj − 1
4
)
. (35)
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In momentum space this becomes
hˆ1 =
∑
q
J(q)
[
Sˆq · Sˆ−q − δq,0L
4
]
,
1
2
J(q) =
1
L
∑
k
ǫ(k)ǫ(k + q)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dǫ1 ǫ1
∫ ∞
−∞
dǫ2 ǫ2 ρq(ǫ1, ǫ2) . (36)
Here Sˆq =
√
1/L
∑
j exp(−iqj)Sˆj is the Heisenberg spin
operator in momentum space.
Since the joint density of states (6) factorizes, the Hei-
senberg model (35) in the absence of any nesting reduces
to
hˆ1 = J(0)
[
Sˆ2
L
− L
4
]
(37)
in infinite dimensions. This shows that all global singlets
are ground states with energy E
(1)
0 = −J(0)L/(4U) =
−ǫ2L/(2U), see (5). For the Bethe lattice with the semi-
elliptic density of states (7) we have ǫ2 = 1 so that E
(1)
0 =
−L/(2U).
To first order in 1/U , the degeneracy of the spin-only
states is not lifted because, in the thermodynamic limit,
all states with Sz = 0 are also global singlets, S = 0.
More precisely, the ground-state entropy density is given
by s = ln(2) +O(ln(L)/L) [2].
This degeneracy is not lifted to all orders in perturba-
tion theory. We illustrate the argument in the next non-
vanishing order of the perturbation theory. As was shown
by Takahashi [35] in the presence of particle-hole symme-
try, the Hamilton operator for the ground state to second
order in 1/U vanishes, and the third-order contribution
can be cast into the form
hˆ3 =
∑
a,b,c
2|t(a− b)|2|t(b− c)|2
(
Sˆa · Sˆc − 1
4
)
+
∑
a,b,c,d;b 6=d,a 6=c
t(a− b)t(b− c)t(c − d)t(d− a)
[
5
(
Sˆb · Sˆc
)(
Sˆa · Sˆd
)
+ 5
(
Sˆa · Sˆb
)(
Sˆc · Sˆd
)
−5
(
Sˆa · Sˆc
)(
Sˆb · Sˆd
)
− 1
4
(
Sˆa · Sˆb
)
−1
4
(
Sˆb · Sˆc
)
− 1
4
(
Sˆc · Sˆd
)
− 1
4
(
Sˆd · Sˆa
)
(38)
−1
4
(
Sˆa · Sˆc
)
− 1
4
(
Sˆb · Sˆd
)
+
1
16
]
.
We have omitted terms where two sites are connected by
four hopping processes as they give a vanishing contribu-
tion in the limit Z → ∞. By Fourier transforming, we
can ensure that the factorization of the correlation func-
tions as in (6) hold. Therefore, in infinite dimensions in
the absence of perfect nesting eq. (38) reduces to
hˆ3 = 2[ǫ2]
2
[
Sˆ2
L
− L
4
]
(39)
+
(
ǫ4 − 2[ǫ2]2
) 5
L
(
Sˆ2
L
)2
− 3
2
Sˆ2
L
+
L
16
 .
The second term describes the (usually ferromagnetic)
ring exchange whereas the first term favors ground states
with spin zero.
Like hˆ1 in (37), hˆ3 in (39) is solely a function of the
operator for the total spin. This argument is readily gener-
alized to higher orders in the perturbation expansion, i.e.,
hˆ is a function of Sˆ2 where the leading term favors total
spin zero. Therefore, as long as the perturbation series in
1/U converges, the degeneracy of the ground state is not
lifted. As a consequence of its huge degeneracy, s = ln(2),
each lattice site is equally likely to be occupied by an elec-
tron with spin ↑ or ↓, irrespective of the spin on any other
lattice site. This is a characteristic feature of the Mott–
Hubbard insulator in the limit of high dimensions.
On the Bethe lattice there are no closed loops, and the
ring exchange is absent, ǫ4 = 2ǫ2 = 2. Thus, the ground-
state energy to third order becomes E
(3)
0 = −L/(2U3).
3.3 Green function to second order
As shown in Ref. [29], to second order in 1/U the Green
function for the lower Hubbard band can be expressed in
the form
GLHB(ω) =
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σs(hˆ0, U)
[
z + g(hˆ0, U)
]−1
cˆi,σ
〉
,
(40)
where z = ω+U/2−iη, and s(ǫ, U) and g(ǫ, U) are polyno-
mials in ǫ and 1/U . They are called the shape-correction
factor and the gap-renormalization factor, respectively. Up
to second order in 1/U , the general structure of hˆ in (29)–
(31) and of c˜i,σ in (32)–(34) implies
s(ǫ, U) = 1 +
s1,1ǫ
U
+
s2,2ǫ
2 + s2,0
U2
,
g(ǫ, U) = ǫ+
g1,2ǫ
2 + g1,0
U
+
g2,3ǫ
3 + g2,1ǫ
U2
(41)
because each electron transfer operator Tˆ generates one
bare hole-hopping operator hˆ0 at most.
3.3.1 Gap-renormalization factor
We determine the coefficients gi,j first. To this end, we set
s(ǫ, U) ≡ 1 in (40) and expand this equation in 1/U . We
equate the result of this expansion with the corresponding
expression from (27). To first order in 1/U we find
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σ
[
z + hˆ0
]−2 [
g1,2(hˆ0)
2 + g1,0
]
cˆi,σ
〉
= (42)
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σ
[
z + hˆ0
]−1(
hˆ1 +
L
2U
)[
z + hˆ0
]−1
cˆi,σ
〉
.
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As we need to fix two coefficients only, we further expand
this expression in 1/z. Keeping the first two non-trivial
orders we arrive at
g1,2 + g1,0 =
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σ
[
g1,2(hˆ0)
2 + g1,0
]
cˆi,σ
〉
=
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σ
(
hˆ1 +
L
2
)
cˆi,σ
〉
, (43)
and
2g1,2 + g1,0 =
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σ
[
g1,2(hˆ0)
4 + g1,0(hˆ0)
2
]
cˆi,σ
〉
=
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σ
(
hˆ1 +
L
2
)
(hˆ0)
2cˆi,σ
〉
. (44)
It is not difficult to calculate the expectation values in
these equations from the definition (30). Recall that 〈. . .〉
implies the average over all spin-only states. In eq. (43) we
note that an intermediate nearest-neighbor pair of hole
and double occupancy can be created with probability
1/2 by hˆ1 everywhere but at site i. In the sum over the
whole lattice, two contributions are therefore missing. Al-
together, hˆ1 generates the contribution −(L−2)/2 in (43),
which, together with the first-order contribution L/2 from
the ground-state energy, results in g1,2 + g1,0 = 1. In (44)
the three-site term in hˆ1 contributes with probability 1/2.
Thus, 2g1,2+g1,0 = 1−1/2 = 1/2. Therefore, g1,2 = −1/2
and g1,0 = 3/2, and hˆ
eff
1 ≡ g1,2hˆ20 + g1,0 = −(hˆ20 − 3)/2.
In second order, we split the contributions arising from
hˆ2 and those from the correction terms. Let Cˆ = 1/(z+hˆ0)
and hˆ′1 = hˆ1−E(1)0 −hˆeff1 , hˆeff2 ≡ g2,3hˆ30+g2,1hˆ0 = hˆeff2a+hˆeff2b ,
then
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σhˆ
eff
2a Cˆ
2cˆi,σ
〉
=
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σCˆhˆ2Cˆcˆi,σ
〉
, (45)
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σhˆ
eff
2b Cˆ
2cˆi,σ
〉
= − 1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σCˆhˆ
′
1Cˆhˆ
′
1Cˆcˆi,σ
〉
.
(46)
Expanding in 1/z, the corresponding equations for hˆeff2a
read
2g2,3;a + g2,1;a =
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σhˆ2hˆ0cˆi,σ
〉
, (47)
g2,3;a =
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σhˆ2[(hˆ0)
3 − 2hˆ0]cˆi,σ
〉
.(48)
Note that in (48) the operator (hˆ0)
2− 1 transfers the hole
at i into its second neighbor shell. After some calculations
we find 2g2,3;a + g2,1;a = −3/2 and g2,3;a = 3/4 so that
g2,1;a = −3.
The correction terms were correctly taken into account
for the Falicov–Kimball model in Ref. [29], but were er-
roneously omitted for the Hubbard model. The operator
hˆ′1 describes the motion of a hole by two sites whereby a
spin-flip is induced. In (46) the hole hops from site i to
some site j where the hole induces a spin-flip. This needs
to be healed after the hole has made an excursion into the
lattice so that
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σhˆ
eff
2b Cˆ
2cˆi,σ
〉
= −G0(z) 1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σCˆ(hˆ
′
1)
2Cˆcˆi,σ
〉
= −3
4
G0(z)
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σCˆ
2cˆi,σ
〉
=
3
8
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σhˆ0Cˆ
2cˆi,σ
〉
. (49)
This leads to hˆeff2b = (3/8)hˆ0, i.e., g2,3;b = 0, g2,1;b = 3/8.
Altogether, g2,3 = g2,3;a + g2,3;b = 3/4 and g2,1 =
g2,1;a + g2,1;b = −21/8, and hˆeff2 = 3hˆ0[2(hˆ0)2 − 7]/8. The
gap-renormalization factor becomes
g(ǫ, U) = ǫ− ǫ
2 − 3
2U
+
3ǫ
(
2ǫ2 − 7)
8U2
(50)
through second order in 1/U .
3.3.2 Shape-correction factor
In order to determine the coefficients si,j we first employ
the sum rules (18) and (19). We use g(ǫ, U) from the pre-
vious subsection and find through terms of order 1/U3,
1 =
∫
dǫρ0(ǫ)s(ǫ, U) , (51)
1
U3
= −
∫
dǫρ0(ǫ)s(ǫ, U)g(ǫ, U) , (52)
because E0/L = −U/4−1/(2U)−1/(2U3)+O(U−5). This
immediately gives s2,2 = −s2,0 from (51). From (52) we
obtain s1,1 = −1.
For the other coefficients we expand (40) and (27) in
1/U and in 1/z. The shape-correction coefficients to sec-
ond order follow from the equation
s2,2 = 2
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈
cˆ+i,σ
[
(hˆ0)
2 − 1
]
c˜
(2)
i,σ
〉
+
1
L
∑
i,σ
〈(
c˜
(1)
i,σ
)+ [
(hˆ0)
2 − 1
]
c˜
(1)
i,σ
〉
(53)
= 2
[
3
4
+
1
2
− 1
4
]
+
1
4
=
9
4
.
We hereby correct a minor mistake in Ref. [29] where
s2,2 = 5/4 was reported.
Altogether the shape-correction factor becomes
s(ǫ, U) = 1− ǫ
U
+
9
(
ǫ2 − 1)
4U2
(54)
up to and including second order in 1/U .
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3.4 Physical quantities
3.4.1 Density of states
The density of states to order (1/U)0 is readily obtained.
It results from the motion of a single hole created at site i
which moves through the Bethe lattice via hˆ0 and returns
to i. The hole has not disturbed the spin background after
its return to i, i.e., its motion appears to be free. Therefore,
ρh(ω) = ρ0(ω+U/2) [29,37]. Now that we have expressed
G(ω) in (40) in terms of hˆ0 we can easily read off the
expression for the density of states,
DLHB(ω) =
∫ 2
−2
dǫρ0(ǫ)s(ǫ, U)δ (ω + U/2 + g(ǫ, U)) .
(55)
The second-order expressions for the gap-renormalization
factor g(ǫ, U) and the shape-correction factor s(ǫ, U) are
given in (50) and (54).
To all orders in the 1/U expansion, the density of states
increases algebraically near the gap,
DUHB(ω) ∼
(
ω − ∆(U)
2
)αsc
, ω → ∆(U)
2
, (56)
αsc =
1
2
. (57)
This reflects the fact that ρ0(ǫ) displays a square-root in-
crease at the band edges. As long as the shape-correction
factor s(ǫ, U) remains finite for |ǫ| → 2, the shape of
the Hubbard bands near the edges remains the same for
all U > Uc. This behavior is qualitatively and quantita-
tively the same as in the exactly solvable Falicov–Kimball
model [38].
3.4.2 Single-particle gap and width of the Hubbard bands
As seen from (55) the density of states becomes zero at
µ±LHB(U) +
U
2
+ g(∓2, U) = 0 . (58)
Using (16) we find for the gap
∆(U) = U + 2g(−2, U) = U − 4− 1
U
− 3
2U2
+O (U−3) .
(59)
The Hubbard bands have the width
WLHB =WUHB = µ
+
LHB − µ−LHB = 4 +
3
2U2
(60)
up to second order in 1/U . The 1/U expansion therefore
provides a very good guess for the support for the density
of states as a function of frequency in the Mott–Hubbard
insulator for all U . We shall profit from this result in our
numerical calculations.
The gap appears to converge rapidly as a function of
1/U . Using the expansion parameter x = 2/U , we may
write (59) as
∆(U) = U − 4− 1
2
[
x+
3
4
x2 + λx3 +O(x4)
]
. (61)
Preliminary results from our calculations to third order
indicate that indeed λ ≈ 1.
The critical interaction strength is determined from
∆(U) = 0. If we denote by U
(m)
c the critical interaction
strength at which them-th order expression for∆(U) van-
ishes, we find using λ = 1
U (0)c = 4 ,
U (1)c = 4.236 [5.9%] ,
U (2)c = 4.313 [1.8%] ,
U (3)c ≈ 4.357 [≈ 1.0%] . (62)
The numbers in brackets give the percentage change to
the result from the previous order. Under the assump-
tions that all higher-order contributions go in the same
direction, and decay similarly fast, we conjecture that
U scc = 4.40± 0.09 , (63)
which allows for another 3% increase of Uc with respect to
the third-order result. We shall see in Sects. 3 and 4 that
this estimate is in excellent agreement with our results
from numerical calculations.
This analysis may also be carried out for the exactly
solvable Falicov–Kimball model [38], where
U
(0)
c,FK = 2.828 ,
U
(1)
c,FK = 2.414 [−14.6%] ,
U
(2)
c,FK = 2.242 [−7.15%] ,
U
(3)
c,FK = 2.167 [−3.31%] ,
Uc,FK = 2 [−8.35%] . (64)
It appears to us that for the Falicov–Kimball model the
convergence of the critical interaction strength is not quite
as fast as for the Hubbard model. The relative changes
are about a factor of three smaller for the Hubbard case,
and correspondingly, we have reason to expect that for
the Hubbard model the exact result is within 3% of the
third-order result.
3.4.3 Self-energy and momentum distribution
Up to an overall coefficient, the single-particle density of
states is identical to the imaginary part of the Green func-
tion (15). The Kramers–Kronig relation provides the real
part as
ℜG(ω) = P
∫ µ+
LHB
µ−
LHB
dω′DLHB(ω
′)
(
1
ω − ω′ +
1
ω + ω′
)
.
(65)
The local Green function per spin Gσ(ω) = G(ω)/2 and
the single-particle self-energy Σσ(ω) = −Σσ(−ω) are re-
lated by
Gσ(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dǫρ0(ǫ)
1
ω − ǫ−Σσ(ω) + iη sgn(ω) ,
= G0σ(ω −Σσ(ω)) (66)
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in infinite dimensions, and
G0σ(z) =
z
2
[
1−
√
1− 4
z2
]
(67)
holds for the Bethe lattice [31] so that
ω −Σσ(ω) = Gσ(ω) + 1
Gσ(ω)
. (68)
The real and imaginary part of the self-energy are then
readily obtained as
ℜΣσ(ω) = ω −ℜGσ(ω)
[
1 +
1
(ℜGσ(ω))2 + (ℑGσ(ω))2
]
,
(69)
ℑΣσ(ω) = −ℑGσ(ω)
[
1− 1
(ℜGσ(ω))2 + (ℑGσ(ω))2
]
.
(70)
Note that this self-energy is not perturbatively linked to
the weak-coupling limit. For example, its imaginary part
displays a peak δ(ω) and its real part diverges proportional
to (−1/ω) as ω → 0.
The single-particle spectral function Aσ(ǫ;ω) is defined
by
Aσ(ǫ;ω) = − 1
π
sgn(ω)ℑ
(
1
ω − ǫ−Σσ(ω)
)
(71)
= − 1
π
sgn(ω)
ℑΣσ(ω)
(ω − ǫ−ℜΣσ(ω))2 + (ℑΣσ(ω))2 .
It does not display a quasi-particle contribution. The mo-
mentum distribution
nσ(ǫ) =
∫ µ+
LHB
µ−
LHB
dωAσ(ǫ;ω) (72)
depends on momentum implicitly via ǫ ≡ ǫ(k). In the in-
sulating phase, the momentum distribution is an analytic
function of ǫ. Since nσ(ǫ) = 1 − nσ(−ǫ) due to particle-
hole symmetry, the Taylor expansion around ǫ = 0 has
the form
n(ǫ) =
1
2
− c1ǫ − c3ǫ3 . . . . (73)
For the Bethe lattice we obtain c1 = 1/(2U)+O(U−3) [35],
and, in general, c2n−1 = O(U1−2n).
4 Exact diagonalization with fixed energy
interval (FE-ED)
In this section, we first discuss the single-impurity model
onto which the Hubbard model can be mapped in the limit
of infinite dimensions. Then we propose the Fixed-Energy
Exact Diagonalization (FE-ED) as a new scheme for the
numerical solution of the DMFT equations. The results of
this approach corroborate our findings from Sect. 3.
4.1 Dynamical Mean-Field Theory (DMFT)
In the limit of infinite dimensions [7] and under the con-
ditions of translational invariance and convergence of per-
turbation theory in strong and weak coupling, lattice mod-
els for correlated electrons can be mapped onto single-
impurity models which need to be solved self-consistently
[9,10,3]. Unfortunately, these impurity models cannot be
solved analytically.
For an approximate numerical treatment, various dif-
ferent implementations are conceivable; see, e.g., Ref. [39]
for a recent implementation. One realization is the single-
impurity Anderson model in ‘star geometry’,
HˆSIAM =
ns−1∑
ℓ=1;σ
ǫℓψˆ
+
σ;ℓψˆσ;ℓ + U
(
dˆ+↑ dˆ↑ −
1
2
)(
dˆ+↓ dˆ↓ −
1
2
)
+
∑
σ
ns−1∑
ℓ=1
Vℓ
(
ψˆ+σ;ℓdˆσ + dˆ
+
σ ψˆσ;ℓ
)
, (74)
where Vℓ are real, positive hybridization matrix elements.
The model describes the hybridization of an impurity site
with Hubbard interaction to ns− 1 bath sites without in-
teraction at energies ǫℓ with 0 < ǫ1 < ǫ2 < . . . < ǫ(ns−1)/2.
In order to ensure particle-hole symmetry, we have to set
ǫℓ = −ǫns−ℓ and Vℓ = Vns−ℓ for ℓ = (ns+1)/2, . . . , ns−1.
Moreover, since we are interested in the Mott–Hubbard
insulator, we only use odd ns so that there is no bath
state at ǫ = 0.
For a given set of (ns − 1) parameters (ǫℓ, Vℓ) the
model (74) defines a many-body problem for which the
single-particle Green function
G(ns)σ (t) = −i
〈
Tˆ
[
dˆσ(t)dˆ
+
σ
]〉
SIAM
(75)
can be calculated numerically for ns ≤ 15 with the (dy-
namical) Lanczos technique. In (75) 〈. . .〉SIAM implies the
ground-state expectation value within the single-impurity
model. Typically, the imaginary part of the Green function
displays ns peaks with large weight and many other small
peaks whose number depends on the number of states nL
kept in the Lanczos diagonalization.
Ultimately, we are interested in the limit ns → ∞
where the hybridization function
H(ns)(ω) =
ns−1∑
ℓ=1
V 2ℓ
ω − ǫℓ + iη sgn(ω) (76)
should smoothly approach the hybridization function of
the continuous problem,
H(ω) = lim
ns→∞
H(ns)(ω) . (77)
Correspondingly, the Green function should fulfill
Gσ(ω) = lim
ns→∞
G(ns)σ (ω) . (78)
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At self-consistency, the Green function of the impurity
problem describes the Hubbard model in infinite dimen-
sions. As shown in [3], on the Bethe lattice the hybridiza-
tion function must obey the simple relation
H(ω) = Gσ(ω) . (79)
This equation closes the self-consistency cycle for the con-
tinuous problem: we have to choose bath energies and hy-
bridizations in such a way that the single-particle Green
function and the hybridization function fulfill (79).
4.2 Implementation of the FE-ED
Any numerical scheme for the DMFT faces two problems.
First, and foremost, the DMFT requires the Green func-
tion Gσ(ω) on the whole, continuous frequency axis but
only the information for (ns − 1) energies ǫℓ is provided.
This is in contrast to standard numerical problems in
many-body theory where a given energy interval, typically
of the order of the band-width W , is resolved to accuracy
W/ns. Concomitantly, in numerical DMFT calculations it
is not a priori clear how observables scale as a function of
1/ns. Moreover, there can be more than one self-consistent
set of parameters (ǫℓ, Vℓ) for fixed ns.
Second, the self-consistency condition (79) holds for
the continuous H(ω) and Gσ(ω), not for their discretized
counterparts. Therefore, the various ED methods will dif-
fer in the way the information is extracted from G
(ns)
σ (ω)
in one iteration in order to specify the input parameters
(ǫℓ, Vℓ) for the next iteration. This is another source of
ambiguity. Since the scaling as a function of 1/ns is not
clear, it cannot be guaranteed that different schemes will
ultimately coincide as ns →∞.
In this work, we use the results of the 1/U expansion to
circumvent the first problem. We have seen in Sect. 3 that
the Hubbard bands are distributed symmetrically around
ω = 0 with width WLHB = WUHB = W
∗ ≈ W . Thus,
we actually need to resolve a finite frequency interval. In
practice, we use W ∗ = 4.5 as our maximum band-width.
Then, we determine the onset of the upper Hubbard band
self-consistently, ∆(U)/2; see below. To this end, we start
with some input guess ∆in(U). In practice, we use the
second-order estimate of the gap from (59) to speed up
the convergence of this outer self-consistency cycle.
We choose to discretize the Hubbard bands equidis-
tantly, i.e., we fix the energies ǫℓ for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ (ns − 1)/2
by
ǫℓ =
∆in(U)
2
+
(
ℓ− 1
2
)
δW ; δW =
2W ∗
ns − 1 . (80)
For ns ≤ 15 and U > W none of the ǫℓ can move outside
the Hubbard bands. By fixing the energies at the centers
of the equidistant intervals
Iℓ = [
∆in(U)
2
+ (ℓ− 1)δW, ∆in(U)
2
+ ℓδW ] , (81)
1 ≤ ℓ ≤ (ns − 1)/2, we can be sure that our resolution
of the Hubbard bands becomes increasingly better as ns
increases.
We address the second problem in the following way.
We apply a constant broadening of width δW to the indi-
vidual peaks in ℑG(ns)σ (ωr), r = 1, . . . , nL. Then, we col-
lect the weight into the intervals Iℓ and assign this weight
to wℓ = V
2
ℓ . In the Caffarel–Krauth scheme [26,18] a ficti-
tious temperature and a χ2-fitting procedure is used. We
have found that our simple approach is equally suitable.
Typically, the weight of the peaks at energies outside
the Hubbard bands is very small. Thus we set
wℓ =
∫
Iℓ
dω
nL∑
r=1
ℑG(ns)σ (ωr)
×Θ(ω − ωr + δW/2)−Θ(ω − ωr − δW/2)
δW
.(82)
In order to generate an educated input guess for Vℓ =
√
wℓ
we use the results from second-order perturbation theory
in (82).
Now that we have determined the input energies ǫℓ and
hybridizations Vℓ, we can start the inner self-consistency
cycle. We perform a dynamical Lanczos diagonalization
which gives ℑG(ns)σ (ωr) for nL Lanczos frequencies. Most
of the peaks carry little weight, only ns of them are sig-
nificant. Using (82), the Green function provides the hy-
bridization elements for the next iteration of the inner
self-consistency cycle. We have checked that, for fixed ns, a
unique solution for wl is found for various starting choices.
After we have determined the parameters Vℓ self-con-
sistently for fixed ns and a given U , we may calculate the
single-particle gap from the difference in the ground-state
energy at half band-filling, E
(ns)
0 (N ;U), and the ground-
state energy for one particle more than half band-filling,
E
(ns)
0 (N + 1;U), as
∆E;(ns)(U) = 2
(
E
(ns)
0 (N + 1;U)− E(ns)0 (N ;U)
)
. (83)
After the extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit,
∆E(U) = lim
ns→∞
∆E;(ns)(U) , (84)
we obtain a new estimate for the onset of the Hubbard
bands, and we could restart the outer self-consistency cy-
cle. Unfortunately, the extrapolation ns →∞ has limited
accuracy, and it is difficult to obtain a truly converged so-
lution which fulfills ∆E(U) = ∆in(U) (‘energy criterion’),
even at very large values, e.g., U = 14. An example for
U = 6 is shown in Fig. 1. It is seen that the results around
∆in = 0.88 are almost but not quite converged.
In order to stabilize the outer self-consistency cycle,
we need an additional criterion. To this end, we confirm
numerically that the density of states near the gap in-
creases algebraically; see (56). The weight w1 = V
2
1 of the
peak in DUHB(ω) at ǫ1 represents the integral of the den-
sity of states from ∆(U)/2 up to ǫ1 = ∆(U)/2+O(1/ns).
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Fig. 1. Gap ∆E;(ns)(U) from (83) for U = 6 as a function of
1/ns for various ∆in.
Using (56) we should find
[w1]
1/(α+1)
= ǫ1 − ∆
w(U)
2
. (85)
The linear behavior with αFE−ED = 1/2 is confirmed in
Fig. 2 for U = 6. The plot also provides ∆w(U) for a given
∆in(U) as the intersection of the extrapolated curves with
the frequency axis (‘weight criterion’).
The two values for the gap from the ‘energy crite-
rion’ (84) and from the ‘weight criterion’ (85) do not agree
perfectly. Therefore, we use the self-consistency condition
∆in(U)
!
= ∆out(U) ≡ ∆
E(U) +∆w(U)
2
, (86)
which determines ∆FE−ED(U) after convergence of the
outer self-consistency cycle. The difference,
δ∆FE−ED(U) =
|∆E(U)−∆w(U)|
2
(87)
is our estimate for the accuracy of ∆FE−ED(U). We call
this implementation of the DMFT the ‘Fixed-Energy Ex-
act Diagonalization (FE-ED)’ scheme.
The converged FE-ED gap as a function of the inter-
action strength is shown in Fig. 3. The agreement with
the 1/U expansion is excellent for U ≥ 5 because the
two curves agree within the error bars. Unfortunately, the
uncertainty in δ∆FE−ED(U) increases towards the tran-
sition. Using a cubic polynomial extrapolation for data
points U ≥ 4.8, as shown in the figure, leads to UFE−EDc =
4.44. As seen from the figure, the spline interpolation also
touches the data point for U = 4.6, to within its error
0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.80
0.1
0.2
0.3 0.86
0.87
0.88
0.89
0.90
w
12
/3
ω
0.84 0.88 0.92
0
0.01
Fig. 2. Weight of the first peak in the upper Hubbard band
for ns = 7, 9, 11, 13, U = 6, and various ∆in. For a square-root
increase of the density of state, w
2/3
1 should scale linearly with
1/ns, see (85). The intersection of the extrapolated curves give
∆w(6). Inset: expansion of the region around the zero intercept.
4 5 60
1
2
 FE-ED
 Second order
∆(
U
)
U
Fig. 3. Mott–Hubbard gap as a function of U in FE-ED in
comparison with the 1/U expansion to second order (59). The
error bars give the two values which enter (86) as obtained
from the energy and weight criterion. The dashed line is a
cubic polynomial interpolation based on the data points for
U ≥ 4.8.
bars. If this data point were included, the critical value
would be UFE−EDc = 4.42. Thus, we give
UFE−EDc = 4.43± 0.05 (88)
as our best estimate for the location of the closing of the
gap.
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Fig. 4. Density of states, Dσ(ω) = D(ω)/2, as obtained from
the 1/U expansion, eq. (55), and the FE-ED for ns = 15; (a)
U = 6, (b) U = 5.
In Fig. 4 we compare the density of states of our FE-
ED for ns = 15 with those of the 1/U expansion to second
order. Both for U = 5 and U = 6 the agreement is very
good. Our FE-ED thus allows us to determine the density
of states quantitatively with increasing resolution as ns
increases.
Aside from the fact that the 1/U expansion provides
an educated guess for the position of the Hubbard bands,
the FE-ED is an independent numerical method based on
the DMFT. The good agreement of the results mutually
supports the applicability of either method. Therefore, we
are confident that neither of the limitations poses a se-
rious problem for our investigation of the Mott–Hubbard
insulator, i.e., the problem of convergence of the series
expansions in 1/U and in 1/ns, respectively, are not too
serious in our approaches.
5 Random Dispersion Approximation
In this section, we present numerical results from the Ran-
dom Dispersion Approximation (RDA). This method is
not based on the DMFT and thereby provides yet an-
other independent check for the validity of our results as
obtained in Sects. 3 and 4.
In the Random Dispersion Approximation, the disper-
sion relation ǫ(k) in the kinetic energy is replaced by a
random quantity ǫRDA(k) where the bare density of states
acts as probability distribution,
ρ(ǫ) =
1
L
∑
k
δ(ǫ− ǫRDA(k)) . (89)
This is the characteristic property of the dispersion re-
lation in infinite dimensions [2] so that the RDA with
the semi-elliptic density of states (7) becomes exact for
the Bethe lattice with infinite coordination number in the
thermodynamic limit L→∞.
All correlation functions factorize, analogously to (6).
For the mth-order correlation function,
ρ1...m(ǫ1, . . . , ǫm) =
1
L
∑
k
m∏
l=1
δ (ǫl − ǫ(k+ ql)) , (90)
we give a recursive algorithm. Let ρl(ǫl) ≡ ρ(ǫl) be the
bare density of states, for m = 2, see (6), and for m ≥ 3
we define
ρ1...(n−1);n,...,m(ǫ1, . . . , ǫm) =
m∏
i,j=n
(1− δqi,qj )
m∏
i=n
n−1∏
j=1
(1 − δqi,qj ) (91)
ρ1...m(ǫ1, . . . , ǫm) .
In this quantity, all ql for l ≥ n are pairwise different, and
they are also different from those qi with i ≤ n− 1. The
recursion formula
ρ1...n;(n+1),...,m(ǫ1, . . . , ǫm) =
ρ1...(n−1);n,...,m(ǫ1, . . . , ǫm)
+
[
1−
n−1∏
l=1
(1− δqn,qlδ(ǫn − ǫl))
]
(92)
×ρ1...(n−1);(n+1),...,m(ǫ1, . . . , ǫn−1, ǫn+1, . . . , ǫm)
starts with ρ1...m(ǫ1, . . . ǫm) ≡ ρ1...m;(ǫ1, . . . ǫm) and ter-
minates at
ρ1;2,...,m(ǫ1, . . . ǫm) =
m∏
l=1
ρ(ǫl)
m∏
i,j=1
(1− δqi,qj) . (93)
For example,
ρ123(ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3) =
[
1−
2∏
l=1
(1− δq3,qlδ(ǫ3 − ǫl))
]
ρ12(ǫ1, ǫ2)
+ρ12;3(ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3) (94)
with
ρ12;3(ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3) = δq1,q2δ(ǫ1 − ǫ2)ρ(ǫ1, ǫ3)
+ρ(ǫ1)ρ(ǫ2)ρ(ǫ3) (95)
×(1− δq1,q2)(1− δq1,q3)(1 − δq2,q3) .
In order to put the RDA into practice, we choose a
one-dimensional lattice of L sites in momentum space
kℓ =
2π
L
(
−L+ 1
2
+ ℓ
)
(ℓ = 1, . . . , L) , (96)
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and determine the dispersion relation ǫ(k) as the solution
of the implicit equation
k/2 = (2ǫ(k)/W ) [1−(2ǫ(k)/W )2]1/2+arcsin (2ǫ(k)/W ) .
(97)
This choice guarantees ρ(ǫ) = ρ0(ǫ) in the thermodynamic
limit.
Next, we choose a permutation Qσ for each spin di-
rection σ which permutes the sequence {1, . . . , L} into
{Qσ[1], . . . ,Qσ[L]}; in this way there are (L!)2 indepen-
dent realizations for a given finite L. A specific realization
of the RDA dispersion is then defined by Q = [Q↑,Q↓].
Then, the numerical task is the Lanczos diagonalization
of the Hamiltonian
HˆQ =
∑
σ
L∑
ℓ=1
ǫ(kQσ [ℓ])cˆ
+
kℓ,σ
cˆkℓ,σ + UDˆ . (98)
In this way we obtain the ground-state energy EQ0 (N ;U),
the single-particle gap
∆Q(U) = 2[EQ0 (N = L+ 1;U)− EQ0 (N = L;U)] , (99)
and the momentum distribution
nQ(ǫ;U) =
1
2
∑
σ
〈nˆkℓ,σ〉
∣∣∣
ǫ(kℓ)=ǫ
, (100)
where 〈. . .〉 denotes the ground-state expectation value for
the realization Q.
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Fig. 5. Gap as a function of system size (L ≤ 15) in the
Random Dispersion Approximation for various values of the
interaction strength. The extrapolations are done for even and
odd system sizes separately.
As a next step, we obtain all physical quantities for
fixed system size L by averaging over the number NQ of
realizations Q. Typically, we choose at least NQ = 100
for 6 ≤ L ≤ 16. For the physical quantities we obtain
gaussian-shaped distributions for which we can determine
the average values, e.g.,
∆(U) =
1
NQ
∑
Q
∆Q(U) , (101)
n(ǫ;U) =
1
NQ
∑
Q
nQ(ǫ;U) (102)
with accuracy O(1/NQ).
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Fig. 6. Gap in RDA as a function of the interaction strength.
Filled symbols: extrapolation from even L, open symbols: ex-
trapolation from odd L. Also shown is the result from second-
order perturbation theory in 1/U (59).
In order to improve slightly the quality of our distribu-
tions, we impose a filter on our randomly chosen permu-
tations. For a truly random dispersion, L|tRDA(ℓ)|2 = ǫ2
is independent of ℓ; see (36). Therefore, we discard those
realizations for which
L−1∑
ℓ=1
[
|tQσ (ℓ)|2 − ǫ2
]2
> dL (103)
with, dL ≈ 0.2 for L ≤ 16. In this way we admit about
every second of the randomly chosen configurations. Note
that there are of the order of (L!)2 different realizations
so that our filter does not introduce any unwanted bias.
In Fig. 5 we show the gap as calculated from (99).
Typically, the statistical errors are of the symbol size or
smaller. Due to the sizable odd-even effect, we extrapolate
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the data for odd and even L separately. This gives another
check on the influence of finite-size effects. It is seen that
the behavior as a function of 1/L is quite regular, i.e., the
finite-size gap behaves as in generic many-body problems.
In Fig. 6 we show the result of an extrapolation of the
finite-size data for even and odd system sizes. We consider
the agreement with the 1/U expansion as quite acceptable
for U > Uc which we can estimate as
URDAc = 4.0± 0.4 . (104)
Finite-size effects result in a smearing of the gap at the
transition, and a gap exponent cannot be determined.
However, the fact that the extrapolated gap turns slightly
negative can be taken as an indication that the gap opens
at Uc with an exponent not too far from unity.
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Fig. 7. Momentum distribution in RDA for U = 16/pi ≈ 5.1
for the two largest system sizes. The full line is the result from
first-order perturbation theory in 1/U (73).
Lastly, in Fig. 7 we show the momentum dispersion
within the RDA for U = 16/π ≈ 5.1, together with the
result of the 1/U expansion. Obviously, there are large
finite-size effects which make a finite-size extrapolation
difficult. The reason for this behavior is related to the fact
that all finite-size systems appear to have a finite disconti-
nuity at the Fermi energy as well as a finite single-particle
gap. For insulators, the apparent jump in n(ǫ) only van-
ishes in the thermodynamic limit [11]. The agreement be-
tween the RDA data and the momentum distribution as
obtained from the 1/U expansion is good enough to argue
that the RDA will eventually converge to the 1/U result
for L→∞.
The RDA becomes exact for lattice electrons in high
dimensions. In contrast to the FE-ED it is not based on
the DMFT self-consistency equations. Moreover, it does
not require the convergence of the 1/U expansion. Despite
the observed limitations in accuracy, the results from RDA
confirm of our findings in Sects. 3 and 4: the 1/U expan-
sion and the FE-ED provide an accurate description of the
Mott–Hubbard insulator whose gap opens at the critical
interaction strength Uc = 4.43± 0.05.
6 Comparison with analytic approximations
In this section we compare our results with two analytic
approximations to the DMFT which become exact for the
Bethe lattice in the strong-coupling limit, i.e., they re-
produce DLHB(ω) to order (1/U)
0. The Local Moment
Approach (LMA) [25] outlined in appendix B fulfills this
condition by construction, whereas this is a non-trivial re-
sult within the Iterated Perturbation Theory (IPT) [40];
a proof [41] is given in appendix A.
The Hubbard-III approximation [42] also fulfills this
criterion but it fails to reproduce qualitatively the density
of states for smaller interaction strengths [29]. Therefore,
we do not further discuss the Hubbard-III approximation.
6.1 Iterated Perturbation Theory
For the Z →∞ Bethe lattice, the self-energy and the local
single-particle Green function are related by
Gσ(ω) =
1
ω −Gσ(ω)−Σσ(ω) . (105)
In IPT, the self-energy is approximated by
Σσ(ω) = U
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dΩ
2πi
Π(Ω)Gσ(ω −Ω) . (106)
Here Gσ(ω) is the host Green function,
Gσ(ω) = 1
ω −Gσ(ω) , (107)
and we have defined the polarization bubble
Π(ω) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
dω1
2πi
Gσ(ω1)Gσ(ω1 − ω) (108)
in terms of the host Green function.
It is helpful to consider the low-frequency behavior of
the IPT equations. First, consider the host Green func-
tion (107), whose low-frequency behavior in the insulator
is given generally by
Gσ(ω) = |m0|
ω + iη sgn(ω)
ω → 0 , (109)
where the pole weight |m0| is given in terms of
|γ1| = − dGσ(ω)
dω
∣∣∣∣
ω=0
(110)
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as
|m0| = (1 + |γ1|)−1 . (111)
Gσ(ω) also contains a Hubbard-band contribution, which
is strictly separated from the pole at ω = 0 throughout
the insulating phase, whence we may write
Gσ(ω) = Gbandσ (ω) +
|m0|
ω + iη sgn(ω)
, (112)
which actually defines Gbandσ (ω). In IPT the low-frequency
behavior of Gσ(ω) directly determines the low-frequency
behavior of Σσ(ω); inserting (112) into (106) and (108)
yields
Σσ(ω) =
A
ω
ω → 0 , (113)
where
A =
U2
4
|m0|3 . (114)
To satisfy self-consistency (105) requires
A =
1
|γ1| , (115)
so that (111), (114) and (115) determine the low-frequency
behavior of the problem. In particular, they yield
2
|m0|
√
1− |m0|
= U . (116)
The denominator |m0|
√
1− |m0| reaches its maximum
value when
|m0| =
∣∣mmin0 ∣∣ = 23 , (117)
thus locating the destruction of the Mott–Hubbard insu-
lator at
U IPTc,1 = 3
√
3 ≈ 5.2 , (118)
as earlier reported by Rozenberg et al. [23]. The IPT pre-
diction lies considerably above our best estimate Uc =
4.43± 0.05.
This discrepancy can already be seen for larger inter-
action strength where
∆IPT(U) = U − 4− 5
2U
− . . . . (119)
The first-order correction can be obtained analytically, as
shown in appendix A. It is more than twice as large as our
exact coefficient. Therefore, the agreement is good only for
U > 6. The gap in IPT is compared to our FE-ED and
second-order results in Fig. 8. As seen from the figure, and
shown analytically in [41], the gap closes continuously but
with an exponent of γIPT = 1/2.
Despite the deviations in the gap values, the IPT cor-
rectly reproduces the overall shape of the density of states
for U > 6, apart from the artificial high-energy tails of the
IPT Hubbard bands. The threshold exponent for the den-
sity of states is correct, αIPT = 1/2 in the Mott–Hubbard
insulator. Nevertheless, the deviations from the second-
order result (55) are quite noticeable at U = 6 which is
shown in Fig. 9. We conclude that the IPT provides a
quantitatively correct description of the Mott–Hubbard
insulator down to U ≈ 6. However, IPT seriously under-
estimates the stability of the Mott–Hubbard insulator.
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Fig. 8. Gap as a function of interaction strength from second-
order perturbation theory in 1/U (59), the Fixed-Energy Ex-
act Diagonalization (FE-ED), the Local Moment Approach
(LMA), and Iterated Perturbation Theory (IPT).
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Fig. 9. Density of states for U = 6 in Iterated Perturbation
Theory (solid line) and in second-order perturbation theory
in 1/U (55) (dashed line).
6.2 Local Moment Approach
Details of the LMA are given in Ref. [25]. As shown in
appendix B, the LMA gap to first order in 1/U is given
by
∆LMA(U) = U − 4− 3
2U
. (120)
The first-order correction is close to the exact one, and,
correspondingly, the agreement with our strong-coupling
result (59) is very good down to U ≈ 5.5. For smaller in-
teraction strengths, the deviations become noticeable and
the LMA predicts the collapse of the insulator to occur at
ULMAc = 4.82 [25] which is larger than our best estimate
Uc = 4.43± 0.05. The LMA yields a critical gap exponent
γLMA = 1 [41], in contrast to IPT where γIPT = 1/2. The
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gap in LMA and our second-order and FE-ED results are
shown in Fig. 8.
It is seen that the LMA gap is more accurate than the
gap from IPT. In particular, this holds true for the density
of states as the LMA very well reproduces our second-
order result (55). The comparison for U = 4
√
2 ≈ 5.66
is shown in Fig. 10. The deviations are largest around
the gap. The overall agreement, however, is excellent. In
particular, the threshold exponent is αLMA = 1/2.
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Fig. 10. Density of states for U = 4
√
2 ≈ 5.66 from the Local
Moment Approach (full line) and second-order perturbation
theory in 1/U (55) (dashed line). On the scale of the figure, the
gap from FE-ED and from second-order perturbation theory
are almost the same.
The LMA thus provides a qualitatively correct descrip-
tion of the Mott–Hubbard insulator. It is a quantitatively
reliable approximation down to U ≈ 5.5.
7 Other numerical approximations to the
DMFT
In this section we discuss two other exact-diagonalization
approaches. In both of them a discretized version of the
single-impurity Anderson model (SIAM), Sect. 4.1, is in-
vestigated in which the site energies ǫℓ are determined self-
consistently. This is the decisive difference to our ‘fixed-
energy’ algorithm as presented in Sect. 4.
In this work, we do not discuss the Numerical Renor-
malization Group (NRG) approach to the Mott–Hubbard
insulator. The NRG is custom-tailored for the description
of the metallic phase in the sense that it tries to resolve
structures around ω = 0 whereas features at high ener-
gies are broadened on a logarithmic scale [15]. Therefore,
the Mott–Hubbard insulator does not display a clear gap.
Consequently, as can be seen from Fig. 2 in Ref. [15], the
density of states is finite in the gap, and the NRG Hub-
bard bands display sizable high-energy tails. Therefore,
the gap and the width of the Hubbard bands as a func-
tion of the interaction strength cannot be easily deduced
from this approach.
7.1 Exact diagonalization in ‘two-chain geometry’
In contrast to Sect. 4.1, an alternative formulation of the
Hamilton operator for the SIAM describes two chains of
length (ns − 1)/2 which represent the upper and lower
Hubbard bands. They are coupled to the impurity site at
the respective chain origins [3,27]
HˆSIAM−tc =
(ns−1)/2∑
ℓ=1;σ
ǫℓ
(
uˆ+σ;ℓuˆσ;ℓ − lˆ+σ;ℓ lˆσ;ℓ
)
+U
(
dˆ+↑ dˆ↑ −
1
2
)(
dˆ+↓ dˆ↓ −
1
2
)
+
∑
σ
√
1
2
(
uˆ+σ;1dˆσ + lˆ
+
σ;1dˆσ + h.c.
)
(121)
+
(ns−3)/2∑
ℓ=1
Vℓ
(
uˆ+σ;ℓ+1uˆσ;ℓ + lˆ
+
σ;ℓ+1 lˆσ;ℓ + h.c.
)
.
Here particle-hole symmetry results in ǫℓ > 0 for ℓ =
1, . . . , (ns − 1)/2, and Vℓ > 0 for ℓ = 1, . . . , (ns − 3)/2.
The main advantage of the two-chain geometry lies in
the fact that on the Bethe lattice the self-consistency con-
dition (79) can be implemented exactly even for finite ns.
In the continued-fraction expansion of the Green function
for the Hubbard bands (14), the local energies ǫℓ and the
electron transfer amplitudes Vℓ appear as diagonal and
off-diagonal coefficients,
GLHB;σ(ω) =
1/2
ω + U/2− (V1)2/[ω − ǫ1 − . . .] . (122)
The (dynamical) Lanczos procedure directly provides the
continued-fraction coefficients so that the output of the
exact diagonalization procedure yields the input for the
next iteration of the self-consistency cycle without a col-
lection of weights as, e.g., in (82).
For this reason, the two-chain ED is rather appealing.
Moreover, using the results for ns = 3, 5, 7 and some un-
specified extrapolation in 1/ns, the gap in [3] was found to
be almost linear as a function of the interaction strength
above U˜c = 4.30, in surprisingly good agreement with our
best estimate (88). The corresponding results for ns =
3, 5, 7 are shown in Fig. 11. If we take only those three data
points into account and assume a linear scaling in 1/ns, we
obtain the gap as shown in Fig. 12 which is very similar to
the result reported in [3], and is in reasonable agreement
with the results from the 1/U expansion. Thus, one would
be tempted to conclude that the method is quite reliable.
Unfortunately, such a conclusion is not warranted.
First, bigger system sizes need to be analyzed because
ns = 3, 5, 7 correspond to chain lengths of Lc = 1, 2, 3.
When we follow the original algorithm as described in [27],
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Fig. 11. Gap in exact diagonalization of the single-impurity
model in two-chain geometry for ns = 3, 5, 7 for various inter-
actions U . The lines are a linear extrapolation to 1/ns → 0.
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Fig. 12. Extrapolated gap (see Fig. 11) in the exact diagonal-
ization of the single-impurity model in two-chain geometry as
a function of the interaction strength, as compared to second-
order perturbation theory in 1/U (59).
we find that the insulating phase becomes unstable at
U = 8 for ns = 13 (U = 6.4, 5.0, 3.5 for ns = 11, 9, 7).
Obviously, this is a numerical artifact which is not related
to the metal-insulator transition. We have found that this
problem can be cured by incorporating the particle-hole
symmetry into HˆSIAM−tc (121) right from the start; this
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Fig. 13. Gap in exact diagonalization of the single-impurity
model in two-chain geometry for ns ≤ 13 for various interac-
tions U . The lines are a cubic spline extrapolation to 1/ns → 0.
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Fig. 14. Extrapolated gap (see Fig. 13) in the exact diagonal-
ization of the single-impurity model in two-chain geometry as
a function of the interaction strength, as compared to second-
order perturbation theory in 1/U (59).
was done only ‘on average’ in Ref. [27]. In the following, we
show results obtained using this particle-hole symmetry.
When we include bigger system sizes, we obtain a be-
havior quite different from the one seen in Fig. 12. The
result for the gap as a function of 1/ns for n ≤ 13 is
shown in Fig. 13. The behavior of the gap as a function of
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1/ns can no longer be approximated by a linear fit. The
gap is not regular as a function of 1/ns but seems to satu-
rate. When we interpolate using a cubic spline, we obtain
the gap as a function of the interaction strength as shown
in Fig. 14. Obviously, the results are rather poor as the
large-U limit cannot be reproduced properly and there is
nowhere agreement with the results from the 1/U expan-
sion. It is thus seen that the agreement between the data
reported in [3,28] and ours is fortuitous.
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Fig. 15. Density of states as obtained from the two-chain exact
diagonalization for U = 6 and ns = 13 (full line), as compared
to second-order perturbation theory in 1/U (55) (dashed line).
The poor quality of the two-chain ED is also seen in
the density of states, as shown in Fig. 15 for ns = 13 and
U = 6. For all ns ≥ 7 we obtain a four-peak structure
which does not allow the recovery of the true density of
states.
The reason for the failure of the method lies in the
setup of the self-consistency scheme. In the continued-
fraction expansion one optimizes the moments of the den-
sity of states. However, the reconstruction of the density of
states from its moments is a numerically very delicate in-
verse problem. In our case, the moments of the upper Hub-
bard band can be approximated very well by three main
peaks and many small peaks at (much) higher energy. For
this reason, the structure of the density of states is essen-
tially unchanged as a function of ns. The convergence as
a function of system size saturates, and a reliable extrap-
olation scheme is not evident. We thus conclude that the
two-chain ED is not a suitable tool for the investigation
of the Mott–Hubbard insulator.
7.2 Caffarel–Krauth exact diagonalization in ‘star
geometry’
As an alternative to the two-chain discretization of the
previous section, Caffarel and Krauth used the discretiza-
tion of the single-impurity Anderson model in ‘star geom-
etry’ (74). In contrast to our FE-ED, both the hybridiza-
tion parameters Vℓ and the site energies ǫℓ are determined
self-consistently in the Caffarel–Krauth scheme (CK-ED).
In order to close the self-consistency cycle, a χ2-fitting
procedure [26,18] is used. Let T be a fictitious small tem-
perature, typically T = 1/200, and ωn = (2n + 1)πT are
the corresponding Matsubara frequencies. For a given pa-
rameter set (ǫℓ, Vℓ) we solve the single-impurity model for
the single-particle Green function G
(ns)
σ (ω). Then, the self-
consistency equation (79) allows us to deduce the param-
eter set for the next iteration from the minimization of
χ2(ǫnewℓ , V
new
ℓ ) =
nM∑
n=0
∣∣∣H(ns)(iωn; ǫnewℓ , V newℓ )
−G(ns)σ (iωn; ǫℓ, Vℓ)
∣∣∣2 . (123)
Here nM is a (large) upper cut-off.
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Fig. 16. Density of states for U = 6 as obtained from the
1/U expansion (solid line), in comparison with two converged
solutions of the Caffarel–Krauth Exact Diagonalization scheme
(CK-ED) for ns = 11 sites (solid points).
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In Fig. 16 we show two typical converged results for
the density of states for U = 6, starting from two different
initial values for the set (Vℓ, ǫℓ). Note that the solutions
are not unique, i.e., there are many self-consistent solu-
tions for the insulator. At first glance, the two solutions
appear to be very similar. The main peaks have almost
the same weights V 2ℓ and the same positions ǫℓ. This can
be expected because the main peaks dominate χ2 in (123).
Moreover, the overall distribution of weights and energies
by and large follows the true density of states from the
analytical calculation.
A closer look into the figures reveals a fundamental
problem. In Fig. 16a the first non-vanishing peak appears
at ∆
(11)
a (6)/2 = 0.966 whereas in Fig. 16b the value for
half the gap is estimated as ∆
(11)
b (6)/2 = 1.06. The same
results follow if we use the difference of the ground-state
energies (83) for the definition of the gap. Obviously, we
cannot give a unique value for ∆CK−ED;(ns), and an ex-
trapolation ns → ∞ is impossible. The reason for this
problem lies in the fact that the peak at the onset of the
density of states is rather small so that its precise position
and weight do not matter much in the χ2-fit (123). Thus,
the onset energy may easily fluctuate by 10% or more, as
seen in Fig. 16. Therefore, the CK-ED approach cannot
provide a reliable estimate for the gap.
The failure of the self-consistency can be traced back
to the fact that, for general filling, the Green function
G(ns)(ω) contains only ns poles with substantial weight
whereas H(ns)(ω) is characterized by (2ns) parameters
(ǫℓ, V
2
ℓ ) in the CK-ED. Too much flexibility in the hy-
bridization function leads to non-unique solutions of the
self-consistency equations. Our Fixed-Energy Exact Diag-
onalization cures this problem because only ns parameters
V 2ℓ are to be determined.
8 Conclusions
In this work, we have studied the insulating phase of the
half-filled Hubbard model on a Bethe lattice with infinite
connectivity (band-width W = 4t). As long as the strong-
coupling perturbation theory converges, the ground state
of the Mott–Hubbard insulator has a finite entropy den-
sity, s = ln(2), and the density of states of the lower and
upper Hubbard bands increases as a function of frequency
with the edge exponent α = 1/2, see (57). Furthermore,
we find that the high-order corrections to the gap as a
function of 1/U are fairly small. Thus, the gap opens at
the critical interaction strength U scc = 4.40±0.09. Our ex-
plicit results to second order in 1/U (55) provide a bench-
mark test for analytical and numerical approaches to the
Mott–Hubbard insulator in infinite dimensions.
We have used our results from the 1/U expansion to
set up a new numerical scheme for the effective single-
impurity Anderson model in the Dynamical Mean-Field
Theory. In our Fixed-Energy Exact Diagonalization (FE-
ED), we start an outer self-consistency cycle with the po-
sition and width of the Hubbard bands from perturba-
tion theory which we resolve equidistantly to accuracy
9t/(ns − 1) for ns ≤ 15. The extrapolation ns → ∞
thereby becomes systematic. In an inner self-consistency
cycle we determine the hybridization strengths for given
ns using a dynamical Lanczos procedure. From this we de-
termine the gap after extrapolation to the thermodynamic
limit. We merge the extrapolated gap from the ‘energy cri-
terion’ and the ‘weight criterion’ in order to obtain a new
estimate for the onset of the Hubbard bands. In this way,
we iterate to convergence the outer self-consistency cycle.
Our FE-ED very well reproduces the gap, the density
of states, and the exponent α = 1/2 from perturbation
theory. In this way we confirm our estimate for the transi-
tion to UFE−EDc = 4.43±0.05. As a last check, we favorably
compare our results with those from the Random Disper-
sion Approximation which is an independent approach to
the limit of infinite dimensions. Thus, we are confident
that the strong-coupling perturbation theory, our Fixed-
Energy Exact Diagonalization scheme for the Dynamical
Mean-Field Theory, and the Random Dispersion Approx-
imation provide a consistent and accurate description of
the Mott–Hubbard insulator.
Other analytical and numerical techniques for the solu-
tion of the Dynamical Mean-Field Theory meet our bench-
mark test with limited success. The best analytical ap-
proximation is the Local Moment Approach which is quan-
titatively reliable for the density of states down to U =
5.5; it reproduces the correct exponent α = 1/2 but over-
estimates the critical interaction strength, ULMAc = 4.8. It-
erated Perturbation Theory reproduces the correct thresh-
old exponent α = 1/2 but it becomes quantitatively and
qualitatively unreliable below U = 6 and underestimates
the stability of the Mott–Hubbard insulator, U IPTc = 5.2.
Of the two exact-diagonalization (ED) schemes for the
effective single-impurity problem existing in the literature,
the two-chain approach fails because it leads to an ill-
conditioned inverse problem, namely, the recovery of the
density of states from its moments. The Caffarel–Krauth
exact diagonalization approach (CK-ED) in star geometry
gives a reasonable guess for the shape of the density of
states, but it fails to provide a reliable estimate for the
gap. For fixed system size, the fitting procedure results in
different solutions with noticeable differences for the onset
of the density of states. Therefore, it is not possible to set
up a sensible extrapolation scheme for ns →∞.
In this work we have presented a qualitatively and
quantitatively reliable analysis of the Mott–Hubbard in-
sulator. It will provide a solid basis for further studies of
the Mott–Hubbard metal-insulator transition.
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A Iterated Perturbation Theory (IPT) in
strong coupling
We here write the IPT self-energy, cf. (105)–(108), in a
form amenable to numerical calculations and addition-
ally find its strong coupling form. We start by rearrang-
ing (112) as follows
Gσ(ω) = Gbandσ (ω) +
|m0|
ω + iη sgn(ω)
= Gbandσ,+ (ω) + Gbandσ,− (ω) +
|m0| /2
ω − iη +
|m0| /2
ω + iη
+
iπ
2
|m0|
(
δ(ω − 0−)− δ(ω − 0+)) , (124)
where Gbandσ,± (ω) are the retarded/advanced components
of Gbandσ (ω). Inserting (124) into (108), and performing
a simple contour integration, yields for Π(ω)
Π(ω) =
(|m0| /2)2
ω − iη −
(|m0| /2)2
ω + iη
+ |m0|
{Gbandσ,− (ω)− Gbandσ,+ (ω)}+ I1(ω) , (125)
where
I1(ω) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
dω1
2πi
Gbandσ (ω1)Gbandσ (ω1 − ω) . (126)
Note that ℑΠ(ω) has a pole contribution at ω = 0, specif-
ically
Π(ω) =
iπ
2
|m0|2 δ(ω) +Πband(ω) , (127)
with
Πband(ω) = |m0|
{Gbandσ,− (ω)− Gbandσ,+ (ω)}+ I1(ω) . (128)
Insertion of (124) and (125) into (106) yields for the self-
energy
Σσ(ω) = U
2
( |m0|
2
)2{
3Gband(ω) + |m0|
ω + iη sgn(ω)
}
+ I2(ω) +
|m0|
2
U2
{
I−1 (ω)− I+1 (ω)
}
, (129)
where
I2(ω) = U
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dω1
2πi
Gbandσ (ω − ω1)Πband(ω1) (130)
and
I±1 (ω) = ±
1
π
∫ ∞
−∞
dω1ℑI1(ω1)
ω1 − ω ∓ iη . (131)
ℑI1(ω) may be found using a convolution involving only
ℑGbandσ (ω), and likewise ℑI2(ω) may be found from a con-
volution of ℑGbandσ (ω) and ℑΠband(ω). For ω > 0,
ℑI1(ω) = 1
π
∫ ω
0
dω1ℑGbandσ (ω1)ℑGbandσ (ω − ω1) ,(132)
ℑI2(ω) = U
2
π
∫ ω
0
dω1ℑGbandσ (ω1)ℑΠband(ω − ω1) .
(133)
In order to calculate ℑΣσ(ω) for ω > 0, it is thus neces-
sary, see (129), to perform only the two convolutions (132)
and (133), ℑΣσ(ω) for ω < 0 follows immediately by sym-
metry, whence ℜΣσ(ω) follows by Hilbert transform.
The above is what we implement numerically. How-
ever, when U →∞ eq. (129) simplifies. In this limit (116)
gives |m0| → 1; note that |m0| → 0 is not a self-consistent
possibility, since |m0| ≥ 2/3, cf. (117). Specifically,
|m0| = 1− 4
U2
, U →∞ . (134)
Since |m0| is the weight of the pole in Gσ(ω), (112), and∫∞
−∞ |ℑGσ(ω)| dω = π, we have
ℑGbandσ (ω) ∼ O(U−2) , U →∞ . (135)
Now, eqs. (132) and (133) result in I1(ω) ∼ O(U−4) and
I2(ω) ∼ O(U−2), whereby (129) reduces to
Σσ(ω) = U
2
( |m0|
2
)2{
3Gbandσ (ω) +
|m0|
ω + iη sgn(ω)
}
,
(136)
with corrections O(U−2). Using (112) and (107) this may
be rewritten as
Σσ(ω) =
−3 |m0|2 U2/4
U/2− ω′ +Gσ(ω) +
U2 |m0|3 /2
U/2− ω′ +O(U
−2) ,
(137)
where ω′ = ω + U/2. In the region of the lower Hubbard
band only (ω′ ∼ O(1)) eq. (137) may be expanded to give
Σσ(ω) = −U
2
− ω′ + 3Gσ(ω) (138)
− 2
U
[
ω′2 − 6ω′Gσ(ω) + 3Gσ(ω)2
]
+O(U−2) .
If self-energy terms ofO(U−1) and above are ignored, then
Gσ(ω) in the region of the lower Hubbard band reduces
to
Gσ(ω) =
1/2
ω′ − 2Gσ(ω) , (139)
and the single-particle density of states becomes
DLHB,σ(ω) =
1
4π
√
4− ω′2 , (140)
i.e., the correct strong coupling spectrum of a semi-ellipse
with the full noninteracting band-width. Retaining the
O(U−1) terms in eq. (138) gives the O(U−1) corrections
to the position and shape of the LHB. The resultant spec-
trum is a distorted semi-ellipse of the form
DLHB,σ(ω) =
√
4−
(
ω′ − aIPT
U
)2
+O(U−2)
×1− (aIPT/U)ω
′ +O(U−2)
4π
, (141)
where aIPT = 5/4 and the LHB has band edges at ω
′ =
(aIPT/U) ± 2. The IPT result may be compared with
the exact result to this order which also has the form of
eq. (141) but with a different coefficient of a = 1/2.
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B Local Moment Approach (LMA) in strong
coupling
The LMA of Logan et al. is described in detail in Ref. [25],
where it is proved that the LMA recovers the strong cou-
pling single-particle spectrum up to and including terms
of O(U0). Unlike IPT, the LMA also recovers the strong
coupling spectrum in the antiferromagnetic phase [25,43].
The success of the LMA in strong coupling is unsurpris-
ing since the LMA is explicitly motivated by ideas of hole
motion in a spin background. In this appendix we extend
the previous analysis to recover the O(U−1) corrections
to the LMA self-energy and single-particle spectrum in
the strong-coupling limit. This is done in three stages.
First the necessary equations of the LMA are given. Sec-
ondly, it is shown that only the coupling of hole motion to
zero-frequency spin-flips survive, with the coupling of hole
motion to higher energy particle-hole excitations only en-
tering at O(U−2). Finally, the resultant self-energy is ex-
panded to O(U−1) and the corresponding density of states
is obtained.
The bare propagators within the LMA are unrestricted
Hartree Fock (UHF) propagators. Lattice sites are taken
to have up-spin or down-spin permanent local moments
at random, and labeled ‘A-type’ or ‘B-type’ respectively.
We focus solely on an A-type site (Green functions for
B-type sites follow by symmetry) and suppress the ‘A’
labels in what follows. For the Z = ∞ Bethe lattice the
UHF equations are simply
G0σ(ω) = −G0−σ(−ω) = [ω +
σ
2
U |µ| −G0(ω)]−1 , (142)
where σ = ±1 for ↑ / ↓ respectively, and the symmetric
single-particle Green function obeys G0(ω) = [G0↑(ω) +
G0↓(ω)]/2. The local moment is derived from
µ =
∫ 0
−∞
dω[D0↑(ω)−D0↓(ω)] , (143)
D0σ(ω) = −
1
π
sgn(ω)ℑG0σ(ω) . (144)
The RPA on-site particle-hole propagator
Π+−(ω) =
Π+−0 (ω)
1− UΠ+−0 (ω)
, (145)
with
Π+−0 (ω) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
dΩ
2πi
G0↓(Ω)G
0
↑(Ω − ω) , (146)
has a zero-frequency pole [25] (as well as higher-energy
Stoner bands) reflecting the presence of zero-frequency
spin-flip excitations in the system. In the full LMA single-
particle Green function,
Gσ(ω) =
[
ω +
σ
2
U |µ| −G(ω)−Σσ(ω)
]−1
, (147)
hole motion and accompanying spin-flips are dynamically
coupled via the self-energy
Σ↑(ω) = −Σ↓(−ω) = U2
∫
dΩ
2πi
Π+−(Ω)G↓(ω +Ω).
(148)
The LMA equations must be solved self-consistently, since
the host Green function reads
Gσ(ω) = [ω + σ
2
U |µ| −G(ω)]−1 (149)
with G(ω) = [G↑(ω) +G↓(ω)]/2.
To calculate the LMA self-energy to O(U−1), we pro-
ceed in two stages. First we sketch the proof that only the
zero-frequency spin-flip pole in Π+−(ω) need be retained
and the self-energy simplifies to
Σ↑(ω) = U
2G−↓ (ω) +O(U−2) (150)
= U2
∫ 0
−∞
dω1
π
ℑG↓(ω1)
ω − ω1 − iη +O(U
−2) . (151)
Subsequently we analyze G−↓ (ω) to obtain the spectrum to
O(U−1).
It has been shown [25] that the RPA particle-hole prop-
agator may be written
Π+−(ω) =
Q
−ω − iη +Π
+−
> (ω) +Π
+−
< (ω) , (152)
where Π+−> (ω) and Π
+−
< (ω) are the Stoner-like contribu-
tions whose imaginary parts are bands centered at ±U
respectively. The full self-energy is thus
Σ↑(ω) = QU
2G−↓ (ω) +ΣS↑ (ω) , (153)
where
ℑΣS↑ (ω) =
{−U2 ∫ ω0 dΩD↓(Ω)ℑΠ+−< (Ω − ω) for ω > 0
U2
∫ 0
ω
dΩD↓(Ω)ℑΠ+−> (Ω − ω) for ω < 0
.
(154)
To show that ΣS↑ (ω) ∼ O(U−2), it is necessary to examine
Π+−(ω) and hence Π+−0 (ω) and G
0
σ(ω). By expanding
G0↓(ω) in the region of the LHB it quickly follows that
|µ| = 1− 1/U2 +O(U−3) . (155)
Then ℑΠ+−0 (ω) may be shown from (146) to have a mi-
nority band centered around ω ≈ −U with spectral weight
[(1− |µ|)/2]2 = 1/(4U4) +O(U−5), and a majority band
centered at ω ≈ U with spectral weight [(1 + |µ|)/2]2 =
1− 1/(U2) +O(U−3). The bands of the RPA propagator
which follow from (145),
ℑΠ+−(ω) = ℑΠ
+−
0 (ω)∣∣1− UΠ+−0 (ω)∣∣2 , (156)
are also centered around ω = ±U . Since Π+−0 (ω) ∼ O(1)
in the region of the upper band it follows that the spec-
tral weight in ℑΠ+−> (ω) is O(U−2). In the region of the
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lower Hubbard band (ω ≈ −U/2) Kramers-Kronig rela-
tions result in ℜΠ+−0 (ω) = 1/(2U) + O(U−2), whence
ℑΠ+−(ω) = 4ℑΠ+−0 (ω)+O(U−5) and the spectral weight
of ℑΠ+−< (ω) is 1/U4. The remainder of the spectral weight
of ℑΠ+−(ω) is contained in the pole weight Q. Eqs. (145),
(146) may be used to show that
Π+−(ω →∞) = Π+−0 (ω →∞) = −
|µ|
ω
, (157)
whence Kramers-Kronig relations give the missing weight
as Q = 1−O(U−2). Finally, since G↓(ω) (in common with
G0↓(ω)) has minority and majority spectral weights that
approach 1/(2U2) and 1− 1/(2U2) respectively, eq. (154)
shows the contributions to ℑΣS↑ (ω) are O(U−2). A more
detailed analysis shows that in the region of the LHB
ΣS↑ (ω) is pure real andO(U−4), and thus neglectingΣS↑ (ω)
barely changes the LMA results throughout the insulating
phase. Nevertheless the analysis outlined here is sufficient
to arrive at (150).
Substituting (150) together with |µ| = 1 − 1/U2 +
O(U−3) into (147) yields in the region of the LHB
G↑(ω) =
[
ω′ − 1
2
G↑(ω)− U2G−↓ (ω) +O(U−2)
]−1
,
(158)
where we have defined
ω′ = ω + U/2 , (159)
and we have also used the LHB expansion
G(ω) =
1
2
G↑(ω)− 1
2U
+O(U−2) . (160)
All that remains is to calculate G−↓ (ω) to O(U−3). We
focus exclusively on the LHB. First we expand G↓(ω) in
powers of 1/U ,
G↓(ω) = − 1
U
− 1
U2
[
ω′ +
1
2U
−G(ω)
]
− 1
U3
[
ω′ +
1
2U
−G(ω)
]2
+O(U−4) .(161)
Since in the region of the LHB ℑG−↓ (ω) = ℑG↓(ω) by
definition, we have
U2ℑG−↓ (ω) = ℑG(ω)−
1
U
ℑ{[ω′ −G(ω)]2}+O(U−2)
=
1
2
ℑG↑(ω)− 3
4U
ℑ{ω′G↑(ω)}+O(U−2) ,
(162)
where we have used (160) and the exact form of the single-
particle Green function in strong coupling,
G2↑(ω) = ω
′G↑(ω)− 1 +O(U−1) , (163)
which is correctly obtained within the LMA. The Hilbert
transform (151) then yields
U2G−↓ (ω) =
1
2
G↑(ω) +
3ω′
4U
iℑG↑(ω)
+
3
4U
P
∫
LHB
dω1
ω1D↑(ω1)
ω − ω1 +O(U
−2)
=
1
2
G↑(ω) +
3ω′
4U
G↑(ω)− 3
4U
+O(U−2) ,
(164)
where we have used 2πD↑(ω) =
√
4− ω′2 +O(U−1) to
simplify the O(U−1) correction. Eq. (164) is only valid
in the region of LHB spectral density. Substituting (164)
into (158) gives the single-particle Green function in this
region,
G↑(ω) =
[
ω′ +
3
4U
−
{
1 +
3ω′
4U
}
G↑(ω) +O(U−2)
]−1
.
(165)
The corresponding single-particle spectrum in strong cou-
pling including 1/U corrections is
D↑(ω) =
√
4−
(
ω′ − aLMA
U
)2
+O(U−2)
×1− (aLMA/U)ω
′ +O(U−2)
2π
(166)
with the LMA coefficient aLMA = 3/4 instead of a = 1/2
from the strong-coupling expansion.
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